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WARPOINT ARENA: A Pioneering VR Battle Experience

WARPOINT ARENA is not just another game; it’s 
a community where up to 10 friends or rivals 
come together to compete in a virtual landscape 
that’s as challenging as it is thrilling.

Imagine the tactical depth of Counter-Strike 
combined with the active, on-your-feet 
excitement of lasertag — all within the immersive 
world of virtual reality.

It’s accessible, inviting players from 8 years up, 
and designed to be the next big thing in your 
gaming or entertainment business portfolio

watch  game trailer



What the players see What is happening in the game What is actually happening

THE GAMEPLAY



Elevating the VR Gaming Experience

In four years, our 20-person team developed 
WARPOINT ARENA, a cutting-edge VR game 
combining detailed worlds, deep gameplay, and 
innovative features. Offering varied tactical 
modes and environments.

Versatile Game Modes: Three modes offering 
varied strategic play.

Rich Environments: Explore 20 unique, 
detailed battlegrounds.

Tactical Diversity: Choose from 32 weapons 
and 8 characters for tailored gameplay.



GAME MODES

TEAM COMBAT

In this game mode, immediately after the death of their virtual 
character, a player must return to their team's starting area 
and wait for the victory or defeat of the rest of the team 
members. Only after this can they choose a weapon again 
and continue playing.

The duration of a game round in this mode is limited to 5 
minutes. Players play until one of the teams achieves 5 
victories, or the winning team is determined by the highest 
number of victories within the allotted time.

MEAT GRINDER

In this game mode, immediately after the 
death of their virtual character, a player can 
return to their team's starting area, choose 
their weapon again, and continue the game.

EQUAL COMBAT

This game mode is conducted in the "Team 
Combat" mode, but in this mode, all players 
start the game rounds with the same weapon. 
Every 2 rounds, all players have their 
weapons changed.



20 PLAYABLE MAPS

VIEW ALL MAPS IN DETAIL

mine

hallooween

western

roof

abyss

christmas



38 PLAYABLE WEAPONS

VIEW ALL WEAPONS IN DETAIL

akm

awp

fn p90

desert eagle

m249 saw

remington 870



VIEW ALL CHARACTERS AND READ THEIR LORE

roy death mask april yoko t-rex sulky bill



WARPOINT ARENA: The New Esports Frontier

Our Net Promoter Score (NPS) of 9.6/10 reflects WARPOINT ARENA's exceptional community reception, 
underscoring our commitment to exceeding our players’ expectations.



Elevating Competition: WARPOINT Tournaments

WARPOINT ignites the competitive spirit with 
annual international tournaments, boasting prize 
pools up to $20,000. 

Local partners amplify this effect, hosting 
city-level tournaments that foster local brand 
ambassadors.

Consequently, 26% of our participants become 
devoted regulars, embodying the vibrant spirit of 
WARPOINT's community.

WARPOINT TOURNAMENT 2023 FINAL VIDEO



The Competitive Core: WARPOINT BATTLE Leagues

In WARPOINT ARENA, players form teams to 
progress through leagues in WARPOINT 
BATTLE, boosting their Lifetime Value (LTV) 
through collaboration and competition.

Form Teams: Join forces with others, 
embarking on a competitive journey.

Advance Through Leagues: Compete in a 
structured environment, aiming for the top.

Aim for Glory: The quest for victory stretches 
from local arenas to regional battlegrounds.



SO WHAT MAKES WARPOINT ARENA SO POPILAR?

WARPOINT ARENA combines competitive 
shooter excitement with cutting-edge VR, aiming 
to become an esports sensation by connecting 
players globally on a highly social platform.

Genre Fusion: Blending the best of shooters 
with immersive VR technology.

Esports Potential: Poised to become a staple 
in competitive gaming arenas.

Party Favorite: The go-to game for an 
unforgettable group gaming experience.

The game's intuitive nature ensures a quick learning curve, 
making it a hit for anyone looking to try VR gaming, 
confirming its place as a leader in the gaming community.



The Future: Expanding the WARPOINT Universe

Our commitment to excellence has driven over four years of development, incorporating feedback from our community 
and aligning with international gaming trends to ensure WARPOINT ARENA remains at the pinnacle of VR gaming. Let’s 
take a look at what new features are coming in the near future.



WARPOINT KIDS: Fun Meets Fantasy

WARPOINT KIDS, an arcade mode designed 
with younger gamers in mind, featuring cartoon 
animations and whimsical battles across 2 
imaginative maps.

With 10 magical weapons and a roster of 
amusing characters, WARPOINT KIDS is the 
perfect family-friendly addition, offering endless 
enjoyment for players of all ages.

COMING SOON



Personalize Your Warfare: The WARPOINT Store

Players can enhance their WARPOINT ARENA 
experience with personalized in-game items 
available through their personal accounts in a 
mobile app.

Customize your presence on the battlefield with 
unique character skins, weapon designs, and 
in-game perks, elevating your gameplay while 
increasing player lifetime value.

COMING SOON



WARPOINT HUB: Connecting Worlds

Prepare for an unprecedented innovation in 
VR gaming: the WARPOINT HUB. This feature 
will link players across the globe, enabling two 
different locations to play against each other 
in real-time, hosting international tournaments in 
virtual reality without leaving their city.

This groundbreaking connectivity is a first in 
location-based VR gaming, erasing borders and 
bringing the world closer together.

COMING SOON



New Revenue Streams: In-Game Advertising

WARPOINT ARENA opens the door to 
lucrative B2B sales opportunities 
through in-game advertising.

Seamlessly integrate your brand into the 
game of WARPOINT ARENA, tapping 
into a captive audience and unlocking a 
new dimension of revenue generation.

COMING SOON
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